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ENRICH MID-TIER BOOSTER 
Terms and Conditions 

 
 

1. Enrich Mid-Tier Booster is available for Enrich Members who achieve a certain milestone of 
cumulative Base Points within their tier. 
 

2. These Base Points are earned through various activities such as flying with Malaysia Airlines, 
oneworld member airlines, partner airlines, converting bank points or other loyalty points to 
Enrich, or purchasing products and services from Enrich lifestyle partners. 

 
3. Enrich Points tracked for Enrich Mid-Tier Booster are Base Points only; Bonus Points are not 

included. 
 

4. Base Points include Enrich Points earned from Air and Non-Air transactions. 
 

5. Enrich Points earned from the following activities are not eligible for Enrich Mid-Tier Booster: - 

• Bonus and tier related points will be excluded. 

• The earned Enrich Points from cancelled activities will be excluded. 

• If expired points are extended, they will be excluded. 

• Transfer Points/Points Pool from one account to another will be excluded. 

• Only activities occurring within the current calendar year (based on activity date) will 
be considered. 

 
6. Base Points tracked for Mid-Tier Booster is based on a calendar year (01 January - 31 

December) and will be reset to zero (0) on 01 January in the next calendar year. 
 

7. Enrich Member will receive the Mid-Tier Booster Reward when the milestone is met within 
their current tier. In the event Enrich Member meets a higher milestone outside their current 
tier, Mid-Tier Booster Reward will not be triggered.  
 
Vice versa, Enrich Member of higher tier will only receive the Mid-Tier Booster Reward when 
the milestone is met within their current tier. In the event, Enrich Member meets the lower 
milestone outside their current tier, Mid-Tier Booster Reward will not be triggered. 
 

8. If there is an Enrich Member’s tier movement within the calendar year i.e. upgrade or 
downgrade of tier status, the Base Points accumulated shall remain and will unlock the eligible 
Mid-Tier Booster Reward upon first accrual activity performed under the latest status tier. 
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9. Upon reaching the specified milestone, Enrich Member will unlock an additional Mid-Tier 

Booster Reward. These may include Enrich Bonus Points, Elite Bonus Points and complimentary 
Golden Lounge Access e-Voucher as stipulated in the table below: - 
 

 
 

10. Mid-Tier Booster Reward of Enrich Points and e-Vouchers are valid for one (01) year from the 
date of issue. Mid-Tier Booster Reward of Elite Points is valid within the same calendar year. 

 
11. Malaysia Airlines also reserve the right to change, modify, suspend or discontinue the Enrich 

Mid-Tier Booster or any part thereof with or without notice.   


